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1. Welcome
Welcome to our latest Moot Bulletin, this is our fourth bulletin, but also
our first one since we announced the postponement of the 16th World
Scout Moot to the summer of 2022, so welcome to our re-launch!

consulted with them to help shape our decisions going forward. We
worked with WOSM and the local authorities in Ireland to set the exact
dates for the event in 2022 which are set out later in this bulletin.

We know that 2020 has been a very difficult year for people across the
globe due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Our thoughts are with all those
who have sadly lost their lives or been extremely ill and their families and
friends. The pandemic has affected many aspects of our daily lives and
our plans for the future; the 16th World Scout Moot in Ireland has fallen
victim to these challenging times too.

Many of our plans for 2022 will remain the same as 2021, but we are
using the postponement as an opportunity to develop an even better
event and to ensure that as many people can benefit from this fantastic
World Scout Event as possible.

During the spring and early summer of this year, the Moot Team, along
with WOSM and Scouting Ireland, had to re-examine our plans. Our aim
has always been to ensure that we deliver the best World Scout Moot we
can, without compromising on the health and wellbeing of all those
taking part. It was with heavy hearts that we collectively decided to
postpone the event until 2022.
The announcement has had a significant impact both for individuals and
for the National Scout Organisations (NSO) Contingents who were
recruiting CMT, planning their participant and IST selection processes and
looking forward to an amazing time in Ireland next year.
All of this has had to be paused, even the recruitment of the wider Moot
planning teams has had to be curtailed in order for us to help keep
everyone safe and healthy.
So, what’s next? Well, the Moot team have not been idle; we have held
an online briefing session with Heads of Contingents (HOCs), and we have

We are very keen to hear from you, to listen to your plans, to share your
ideas and to build a worldwide community of Moot supporters, so please
keep a close eye on our social media channels, keep in touch with your
NSO Contingents, and we will all be able to succeed le chéile.

Nick Steciuk
Head of Contingent Support
Contingent.Support@moot2021.ie

2. Postponement Update
Please consider this the first bulletin for the Moot in 2022. The previous
bulletins were removed from our website following the postponement
announcement. All decisions communicated in past bulletins, as well as
the HOC meeting sessions are under review as we consider the impact of
the postponement. We ask that you do not refer to the old bulletins if
you have personal copies as the information may be contradictory to our
adapted plans. This bulletin will set out the critical decisions we have
already made and can confirm.

Participant Dates
The official dates of the 16th World Scout Moot are the 18th – 28th July
2022 spanning from the opening ceremony on the 18th July until the
closing ceremony on the evening of the 28th July. All participants will
depart the basecamp on the morning of the 29th July.

IST Dates
The IST will be required to arrive in advance of the participants to
complete training and to prepare for the arrival of the participants. IST
are expected to arrive on 16th July.
IST will stay for an additional night at the end of the Moot to help take
down the site and, of course, for a thank you celebration for their great
work in facilitating an excellent Moot experience for everyone. IST will
depart the basecamp on the morning of 30th July.

Basecamp Location
We are grateful for the support of Fingal County Council who have agreed
for the Moot basecamp to remain located at Malahide Castle Demesne.

The basecamp is on the northside of Dublin, just 15 minutes drive from
Dublin International Airport and a 25-minute train journey from the city
centre.

Entry & Exit Locations
Participants will join the Moot in Central Dublin at the opening ceremony
location. Multiple potential locations are being investigated and the final
location will be confirmed in a later bulletin. We can confirm that the
location will be accessible by public transport. Participants should plan
their travel to ensure they will reach the entry location by 10am on 18th
July.
IST will join the Moot at the basecamp location. Malahide Castle
Demesne has excellent public transport links with central Dublin,
including a train station on the edge of the park. For IST flying into Dublin
International Airport on the 16th July, transfers to basecamp will be
available. Anybody arriving into Ireland earlier will be expected to make
their own way to basecamp or avail of the Moot transport service from
the airport that day.

Age Ranges
Following consultation with Contingent Management Teams and WOSM,
we have extended the participant age range to include those aged 18 – 26
years old on the first day of the Moot. As such, the participants must have
been born between 19th July 1995 to 18th July 2004.
IST must be at least 27 years old on the first day of the Moot (18th July
2022), as such, their date of birth will be the 18th July 1995 or earlier.
From 67 responses to the CMT survey, 84% of respondents supported
extending the age range, 12% preferred maintaining the age range
(18 – 25 years) and 4% displayed their preference for a shifted participant
age range (19 – 26 years).

HOC Survey Results
What would you like the age range to be for a
World Scout Moot in 2022?
Extended: 18 - 26 years
Shifted: 19 - 26 years
No Change: 18 - 25 years

HOC Resources
We have set up a Google Drive to share resources with HOCs to support
you and your Contingent. Currently, there are several communication
resources, including updated 2022 logos.
For HOCs to gain access, please follow this link and request access. Within
the message field, please note your name, NSO and role within your
Contingent.

Would you like to see any change to the format of
the World Scout Moot?

Social Media

Less Time on Trails (so a
longer Base Camp)

As part of our rebrand for 2022, we have changed our social media
usernames. For those already subscribing to our pages, they will still see
our updates in their feeds. However, if you have static links, for example,
on your contingent website, you will need to update to the following:

More Time on Trails (so
a shorter Base Camp)

www.facebook.com/IrishMoot2022
www.twitter.com/IrishMoot2022
www.instagram.com/IrishMoot2022

No Change

3. Planning Roadmap

2021

31st March
31st July
Autumn
30th Sept
31st Oct
1st Dec

Early bird bookings deadline
Early bird payment deadline (100%)
Second Head of Contingents’ Meeting in Ireland
Standard bookings deadline
Standard booking deposit payment deadline (30%)
Moot database opens to CMT

2022

31st January
31st March
31st March
Spring

Deadline to submit attendees’ personal details
Transfer deadline for swapping named attendees
Final payment deadline for standard bookings (70%)
Third Head of Contingents’ Meeting in Ireland

MOOT

16th World Scout Moot • 18th – 28th July 2022

16th July
18th July
28th July
29th July
30th July

IST Arrivals
Participant Arrivals & Opening Ceremony
Closing Ceremony
Participant Departures
IST Departures

4. Le Chéile
The theme for this Moot is le chéile (leh kay-la) which translates to ‘together’. There is an old saying in the Irish language; “ní neart go cur le chéile”
which means “there is no strength without unity”. The Moot will bring together thousands of Scouts from across the world, to share cultures, learn
from each other and gain new skills.
Our programme is based on collaboration allowing us to be inclusive, educational and adventurous. As Scouts, each of us can, and must, make a
positive difference in the world; le chéile our impact will be greater. We aim to inspire the World’s Rover Scouts to act together to improve our world
and their own local communities. So, get ready for the 16th World Scout Moot 2022 in Ireland when we show the world what we can do le chéile!

5. Programme Structure
The Moot programme consists of two key phases: Trails and Basecamp
activities. For the duration of the Moot, the participants will experience
the programme as part of an international patrol of 10 scouts. These
patrols will be grouped into Tribes of 40 participants (4 patrols).
During the Trails phase, participants will be spread out in different
locations around the island of Ireland. After spending the first few days of
the Moot exploring in their international Tribe, participants will join the
Basecamp for a celebration of diverse experiences, cultures, faiths and
beliefs.
16th July,
Saturday

17th July
Sunday

IST Arrivals

IST Training

21st July
Thursday

22nd July
Friday

Trails across
Ireland

Trails across
Ireland

26th July
Tuesday

27th July
Wednesday

Basecamp
Programme

Basecamp
Programme

AM
PM

AM
PM

AM
PM

18th July
Monday
Opening
Ceremony
Travel to
Trail Sites

19th July
Tuesday

20th July
Wednesday

Trails across
Ireland

Trails across
Ireland

23rd July
Saturday
Trails across
Ireland
All travel to
Malahide

24th July
Sunday

25th July
Monday

Cultural
Festival

Basecamp
Programme

28th July
Thursday
Basecamp
Programme
Closing
Ceremony

29th July
Friday
Participant
Departures
Takedown,
IST Party

30th July
Saturday
IST
Departures

All participants, IST and CMT will come together at a unique site in the
grounds of Malahide Castle, for the final four-and-a-half-days of the
Moot. The Basecamp, located 10 minutes walk from Malahide village,
which looks out over the Irish Sea, will be a place to reunite with the rest
of the Contingent, share the experiences lived on Trails, introduce new
friends to old ones and participate in all the Basecamp Programme has to
offer.
The Basecamp Programme is designed around our belief that le chéile we
can act in our communities and make a change for a better world. Having
a shared set of values that all scouts identify with and live by; we will
learn about the global challenges we are all facing and what we can do to
address them.
Located only 25 minutes away from Dublin City Centre, the Basecamp
allows participants to explore the capital of Ireland, through its
communities, diversity and outreach programmes. The Dublin Experience
will see participants engaging in a variety of fun activities, while
experiencing Irish culture.
Building on our commitment, as Scouts, to achieve a better and more
sustainable future for all, the Global Development Village will offer
participants and IST alike, the chance to understand the realities and
challenges of our time, through the framework of the Sustainable
Development Goals. Additionally, they can learn about the different
countries and cultures coming together at the Moot from the various
contingents, enjoy day and evening social events and various food houses
and cafés. (The option for contingent/NSO food houses is still being
explored and we will follow up regarding this in a later bulletin).

During the Moot our aim is to inspire and equip participants to have an
impact in their own communities all over the world. The Competencies
for Life programme will look at critical and fundamental skills to have in
the years to come, skills such as artificial intelligence, blockchain
technology, video production, critical thinking and creativity.

With over 100 countries expected to be represented at the Moot, the
International Day will be a festival of cultures and beliefs, where
participants and IST will come together sharing their most lively music,
colourful costumes and beautiful dances, heart breaking realities or
breath-taking traditions.

6. Care and Support
On the Moot, the Contingent Management Teams and the Moot Planning
Team will share the responsibility of supporting attendees. In this bulletin
we want to highlight two support services we will use at the Moot.

Listening Ear
Listening Ear is a mental health support system. It provides a source of
attention, empathy, and support regarding emotional and mental health
issues expressed by a participant or member of IST at the World Scout
Moot. The role of the Listening Ear team is to serve as a source of
unconditional compassion and empathy. They additionally support and
promote positive mental health practices throughout the course of the
World Scout Moot.
For some Participants, the environment of a World Scout Event can be
challenging and sometimes overwhelming. With so many different
cultures and societies coming together the Moot can cause a sensory
overload which the majority of people love but, for some people, this can
be too much. It can stir home sickness or a sense of loneliness. The
Listening Ear team are here to help with this and any similar worries. The
Listening Ear provides a safe environment for you to talk to a friendly,
helpful individual. Or maybe it can serve as an area for a well needed
break from the madness and chaotic energy of the Moot.

Tribe Advisors
The role of the Tribe Advisor is to support the participants in establishing
and maintaining the patrol and tribe system and to promote the
participants personal development in line with the goals of the Moot.
Advisors should have a strong scouting history and ideally should have

experience working with 18-26 year olds. The Tribe Advisors’ function is
supportive only, with each patrol responsible for its own functioning. As
such, each patrol will elect its own patrol leader and should be able to
function independent of the advisor. Advisors will offer support in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•

Helping participants identify personal challenges and set up
personal plans.
Encouraging participants to take part actively in individual, team
and community activities.
Encouraging participants to develop personally and overcome
challenges
Helping participants to identify their potential and evaluate their
progress.

Tribe advisors will be available for both
Trail and Basecamp phases and will
travel with the Tribe on their
Trails. The Tribe Advisors
shall work under the Chief
Tribe Advisor, who will train
the Tribe Advisors, create
communication channels,
and manage bi-directional
communication flow during
the event.

7. Sustainability
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are the blueprint to achieve a
better and more sustainable future for all. They address the global
challenges we face, including those related to poverty, inequality, climate
change, environmental degradation, peace, and justice. The 17 Goals are
all interconnected and lead us towards developing a better future for all.
The 17 Goals were adopted by all UN Member States in 2015, as part of
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development which sets out a 15-year
plan to achieve the Goals.
As members of the scouting community we are already contributing to
Goal 4: Quality Education for all, by being one of the leading educational
youth movements in the world. We empower young people to reach their
full potential through non-formal education.
Since their adoption in 2015, World Scouting have partnered for the
goals, bringing the SDGs into our scouting vocabulary. In addition to
delivering programmes though which attendees gain familiarity with the
goals, this Moot will stand as an example of how to organise a sustainable
event.

Public Transport
For the first half of the Moot, participants will be spread across the entire
island of Ireland on trails. Wherever possible we will use Ireland’s
extensive public transport network for travel to and from the trail sites
and activities. Overall, using public transport reduces the direct emission
of greenhouse gases and harmful pollutants supporting the aims of Goal
11: Sustainable Cities and Communities, as well as, Goal 13: Climate
Action.

Leave No Trace
For a few days in July 2022, the parkland which will play host to the Moot
basecamp will transform into a makeshift village. For the Moot to be
sustainable, we have a duty to make sure the land on which it stands is
looked after, contributing to Goal 15: Life on Land. During the Moot there
will be recycling stations in both the subcamps and programme areas to
make recycling easy. When preparing your Contingent to attend the
Moot, please set the expectation that the tent and equipment should
return home with them. Nothing should be considered disposable, so
please only bring equipment that is built to last.

8. Building a Contingent
Many NSOs around the World have already decided to send a Contingent
to the World Scout Moot, and have started to build their strategies and
objectives for delivering what they believe their members want and need
to take away from the experience.
At this stage of your planning we ask that you reflect on making your
contingent inclusive and sustainable.

Increasing your Contingent’s inclusivity
Scouting should be available to all, irrespective of the individual’s gender,
origin, beliefs, and personal attributes. This principle applies to the World
Scout Moot also, and it is our collective responsibility to ensure that our
Contingents adhere to these simple human truths.
So how do I ensure that we’re an inclusive Contingent?
Inclusivity doesn’t happen on its own, it is natural for people to be drawn
to those who have had a similar life experience. In order to ensure
Contingents are fully inclusive and diverse, we must develop strategies
that recognise stereotyping and break down the barriers in our societies.
We encourage you to look outside the present norms and encourage a
mix of genders, members from different religions or beliefs, different
socioeconomic backgrounds, abilities, etc. We want to Moot to be a
melting pot, open to all and filled with a myriad of people enjoying their
differences as well as their similarities.
So, when looking at the makeup of your Contingent, we want you to build
your recruitment strategies to bring as much diversity as possible. Here

are some suggested strategies that might help your planning in making a
more inclusive contingent:
• Perhaps you could offer grants or bursaries to individuals who are
financially less capable of taking part.
• Consider the ethnic mix of your Contingent and CMT, try to make
your application processes more accessible by making it available
in different languages.
• Open your doors to a wider selection of people by targeting and
encouraging minority groups within your NSO to attend.

Increasing your Contingent’s sustainability
Can you make your Contingent more ‘Environmentally Friendly’ and
sustainable?
There are many simple ways to make sure that your Contingent
minimises its impact on our planet, these simple but important decisions
can be made at any stage, examples could include:
•
•

•
•

Re-using existing kit and equipment instead of buying new items
specifically for the Moot.
Minimising travel and fuel consumption by using online meetings
instead of face to face (this is good to help curtail the spread of
COVID-19 too).
Encouraging participants to have a ‘meat free’ day each week or
month between now and the Moot.
Sharing resources and good ideas around sustainability with
Scouting friends across the World.

9. Planning Team Experience
We want you to think about the impact we have on our environments; reusing, recycling and minimising the use of plastics is a cornerstone that
we want to encourage, so please keep this in mind during your planning.
We want to make the 16th World Scout Moot the most environmentally
friendly and sustainable Moot ever, but we need each and every one of
us to play our part. We can do this if we work towards our goals le chéile.

As with scouting at a local level, volunteering for the Moot planning team
offers great opportunities for personal development which will benefit an
individual’s scouting and professional skills. Volunteers can expect
training in their chosen role, with frameworks being put in place to
ensure that they have a basis from which to work from and improve.
While roles have a minimum requirement of specific skills and abilities, all
members of the team can expect to improve their project management,
communication, teamwork and relationship building skills, with the
opportunity to improve more specialist skills depending on their role.
Members of the Moot team will need to step outside of their comfort
zone, to try something that would not be afforded to them in their
everyday life, with the knowledge that we all work towards the same
goal, le chéile!
As contingent leadership and NSO international teams we hope that you
will see the benefits available to your NSOs’ and support us to promote
the roles we advertise. Additionally, you can support applicants to obtain
a letter of Good Standing from your NSO. For ease, we have written a
template letter which can be personalised to the applicant.
We list all of the open roles on our opportunities website, and will
regularly promote key positions on our social media channels. You can
also direct interested individuals to email our recruitment team to make a
general enquiry about joining the team to support a capacity not covered
by the roles we are advertising.
moot.recruitment@moot2021.ie
www.careers-page.com/world-scout-moot-2021

10. Terms and Conditions Update
This is a summary of the main terms and conditions of booking your
attendance of the 16th World Scout Moot in Ireland in 2022. You can
view the definitive legal version (English) and supplementary language
versions here: www.worldscoutmoot.ie/resources

Timeline Summary
Early Bird Bookings
1st Mar 2021
31st Mar 2021
Early Apr 2021
30th June 2021
31st July 2021

Early bird bookings open
Early bird reservation deadline
Confirmation of early bird allocations
Deadline to alter early bird by ±10%
Early bird payment deadline (100%)

Standard Bookings
1st Sept 2021
30th Sept 2021
Early Oct 2021
31st Oct 2021
30th Nov 2021
31st Dec 2021
31st Mar 2022

Standard booking opens
Standard booking deadline
Confirmation of standard bookings
Deposit (30%) payment deadline
Deadline to reduce standard bookings by 10%
Deadline to reduce standard bookings by 5%
Final payment (70%) of standard fee bookings

Data Collection
1st Dec 2021
31st Jan 2022
31st Mar 2022

Moot database opens to CMT
Deadline to submit information for attendees
Attendees transfer deadline

Age Limits
Participants
Young people aged between 18 and 26 years on the first day of the Moot
(18th July 2022) are eligible to attend as participants. In effect this means
that participants must have been born between the 19th July 1995 and
the 18th July 2004.
IST
Individuals aged 27 years and above on the first day of the Moot (18th July
2022) can attend as members of the International Service Team. In effect
this means that IST must have been born on or before the 18th July 1995.
CMT
We recommend that members of Contingent Management Teams are
aged 27 years old or above (on the first day of the Moot) as the
responsibilities of the CMT will likely distract from their participation in
the Moot. However, we recognise some contingents may need to have
CMT members aged 18 to 26 years. If members of a CMT are of
participant age, they will be subject to the higher participant fees as
detailed below (exceptions may be made, at the discretion of the Moot
Team, for those individuals aged below 27 years who will be wholly
occupied by their CMT responsibilities during the Moot).

Contingents

Note: Booking dates will be reviewed in January 2021 and may be delayed if necessary.

Only National Scout Organisations (NSO) with WOSM membership may
register a Contingent, and there can only be one Contingent per NSO.
NSO Responsibilities
Each NSO accepts full responsibility for its members taking part in the
Moot.

Contingent Responsibilities
The Head of Contingent and their Contingent Management Team accept
full responsibility for the members of their Contingent to the Moot.
Participant Capacity Restrictions
WOSM guidelines for the World Scout Moot restrict any one contingent
size to a maximum of 10% of the expected participants. We expect 5,000
participants to attend the Moot, therefore the maximum size of a
contingent may be 500 participants.
IST Numbers
There is no upper limit to the number of IST within a contingent,
however, this number must be less than their total number of
participants. We request that at least 10% of a contingent is IST.
Contingent Management Team
Again, referring to the WOSM
guidelines, the maximum number
of CMT members is based on the
number of participants within a
contingent and must conform to
the following table:

No. of Participants
1 - 99
100 - 199
200 - 299
300 - 399
400 or more

Size of CMT
Up to 3
Up to 5
Up to 7
Up to 9
Up to 10

The Moot fee covers all travel, activities, food and catering equipment
from the formal opening to the formal closing of the Moot event. For
clarity, the following are NOT INCLUDED in the Moot fee:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Travel to Ireland.
Travel to the opening ceremony in central Dublin or from
Malahide Castle at the end of the Moot.
Pre and post Moot programmes and arrangements.
Rentals of equipment for contingent pavilions/offices or foodhouses (if this is possible within local food standards).
Personal eating equipment will not be provided (plates,
bowls, cups, cutlery, etc.).
Personal sleeping tents are not provided (but there may be
an option to purchase such tents at an additional cost).

Participants

Early Bird Fee

Standard Fee

Late Fee

(fully paid by 31st July
2021)

(fully paid by 31st
March 2022)

(paid after 31st March
2022)

Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D

€ 225
€ 450
€ 675
€ 900

€ 245
€ 490
€ 735
€ 980

€ 257
€ 515
€ 772
€ 1,029

The Moot Fee
The fee structure for the Moot, as confirmed by the World Scout
Committee is detailed below. The fee structure is organised according to
the group category of your country (click here for your country’s
category) under the revised structure communicated in Circular N° 32/18
in September 2018.

IST & CMT
Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D

Standard Fee

Late Fee

(fully paid by 31st
March 2022)

(paid after 31st March
2022)

€ 200
€ 400
€ 600
€ 800

€ 210
€ 420
€ 630
€ 840

Early Bird Bookings
The Moot Planning Team will offer contingents an early bird (early
payment) opportunity at a reduced rate to the full participant fee. This
offer is available to all contingents which follow the procedure described
below. However, if demand for the early bird places is very high, there
may be a need to limit the number of such spaces a contingent can avail
of. This is to be fair to all contingents of varying sizes and to ensure that
we do not exceed the maximum capacity of the Moot in advance of the
standard booking period.
For contingents to avail of the early bird fee option, the following
process applies:
1. By the 31st March 2021 your contingent’s official contact should
complete the ‘Early Bird Reservation Form’ a link to which will be
emailed to registered Heads of Contingent four weeks before the
deadline. This form will ask for the number of early bird
participant spaces you intend to book. Your response can be
changed at any point up until the deadline, but not after.
2. Soon after the ‘Early Bird Reservation Form’ deadline, we will
confirm your NSO’s allocation of early bird participant spaces via
email to each Head of Contingent and International
Commissioner.
3. Full payment for all ‘Early Bird Option’ spaces confirmed will be
due by the 31st July 2021.
Early Bird Clarifications:
•

There is no pre-booking fee with regards to ‘Early Bird
Reservation Form’.

•

•

•

•

The arrival of the form and confirmation by the Moot Team will
secure the places you require, at the early bird (early payment)
fee rate.
Some flexibility is built into the early bird process and figures will
be allowed to increase or decrease by 10% without penalty up
until the 30th June 2021.
If a contingent only makes a partial payment for their allocation
of early bird spaces by the 31st July 2021, all spaces booked will
default to full-price, and the remaining balance will be due by the
standard booking payment conditions and deadlines.
Any additional participants, either beyond the 10% flexibility, or
booking after the 31st July 2021, will follow the standard booking
procedure and be subject to the standard booking process
detailed below.

Standard Bookings
The NSO allocation process significantly impacts our planning for the 16th
World Scout Moot. Bookings for IST, CMT and full-priced participant
spaces will follow the process below:
1. By the 30th September 2021 your contingent’s official contact
should complete the ‘Standard Booking Reservation Form’ a link
to which will be emailed to registered Heads of Contingent four
weeks before the deadline.
2. Soon after the ‘Standard Booking Reservation Form’ deadline, we
will confirm your NSO’s allocation via email to each Head of
Contingent and International Commissioner.
3. A non-refundable deposit of 30% of the total contingent fee
must be paid by the 31st October 2021 to confirm the booking.

4. The remaining balance is required in full before the 31st March
2022. Payments made after this deadline will be subject to a 5%
late payment fee.
Reducing your Standard Booking:
The Moot team needs to confirm numbers at the earliest opportunity to
support the planning and delivery of the event. To this end, we will hold
contingents to their bookings and so each Contingent will be required to
make payment in full for all spaces requested and agreed.
Contingents may make a one-time request to reduce their standard
booking without losing the deposit payment made for the spaces no
longer required. The request must be made by the Contingent’s main
contact to the Moot office in advance of the deadlines set out below:
Date request must be
received by
By 30th November 2021
By 31st December 2021
1st January 2022 onwards

Maximum levels of reduction of
contingents’ standard bookings
10% reduction in allocated numbers
5% reduction in allocated numbers
No reduction in allocated numbers
allowed

If a booking is accepted after the 31st March 2021, we will require full
payment to confirm the booking. This payment will be subject to the 5%
late payment fee.

Data Collection and Transfers
Personal details of all contingent members will be required by the 31st
January 2022 to allow the formation of Patrols and IST allocations before
the event. These must be real names and not place-holder names.
If a contingent member cancels their attendance, the CMT can transfer
their place to a person of the same category if they notify the Moot team
by the 31st March 2022. If contingent members wish to cancel their place
after the 31st March 2022, their space is only transferable at the
discretion of the Moot Team.

Solidarity Fund
This fund is administrated by WOSM and will be applied to relevant
contingents before the deadline of 31st March 2022. This fund is outside
the control of the Moot Team. Contingents should apply to attend the
Moot in the normal way, and WOSM will contact contingents directly
regarding Solidarity Fund.

Additional and Late Bookings

Fee Collections

Additional bookings (after the 30th September 2021) may be accepted if
the Moot has additional capacity. These bookings will be considered on a
first-come-first-serve basis. If such a booking is accepted, the nonrefundable deposit payment (30% of total fees) will be required within 30
days of making the booking. The remaining balance will then be due by
the main payment deadline of the 31st March 2022. Similarly, payments
made after this deadline will be subject to a 5% late payment fee.

Each NSO will collect fees from their participants, IST and CMT for the 16th
World Scout Moot (excluding Moot Planning Team Members) and will
then make payment for the whole Contingent to the Moot office.
Payment of fees will only be accepted in Euros (EUR) via EFT (bank
transfer). All currency exchange fees (if applicable) and transfer fees are
to be paid by the Contingent. Banking details will be provided in advance
of payment deadlines.

Refunds

Insurance

All payments to the Moot are non-refundable except under the following
conditions:

CMTs must ensure each member of their Contingent have an appropriate
level of both medical and travel insurance to cover the full period of the
World Scout Moot (18th – 29th July 2022 for participants, 16th – 30th July
for IST/CMT). We additionally recommend that this cover is extended to
cover any pre or post Moot travel in Ireland.

•

•

Visa refusal: If a visa is refused, we will refund the full fee
provided the Contingent is able to provide proof that the
individual applied in a timely manner (as per the
recommendations of the Department of Foreign Affairs in Ireland)
and requested the assistance of the Moot Team (via their CMT).
Late applications for a visa will not be a consideration for a
refund. Minimum timeframe for applying for a visa is eight weeks
before the event, but we suggest applying for a visa as soon as
possible. Applications for fee refunds based on visa refusal must
be submitted by the 21st May 2022.
Cancellation of the event: In the event that the Moot is cancelled
any refund will be at the discretion of the Moot Team who will
endeavour to return as much of the Moot fee as possible.

Any requests for refunds will only be reviewed by the Moot Team
following an official request from either the Head of Contingent or
relevant International Commissioner. All refunds will be paid in euro, with
all currency exchange fees (if applicable) and transfer fees deducted from
the value of the refund received by the Contingent.

Pre and post Moot programmes and accommodation
All additional payments with regard to pre and post Moot programmes,
accommodation, travel and transport are treated as a separate payment
that is made directly to our Pre and Post Moot Team. Full details will be
provided by this team to contingents.

Moot Code of Conduct
A Code of Conduct will be developed for the World Scout Moot in
consultation with WOSM. This code will be shared with contingents at a
later stage and all individuals attending the Moot will be required to
comply with same. Failure to comply with the Code of Conduct may result
in any individual being expelled from the Moot (at any stage of the event)
without any refund.

